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Review support maintenance programs and offerings.

Registering for Support

Access the erwin support site and  register for product support.

Accessing Technical Support

For your convenience, erwin provides easy access to "One Stop" support for all editions of 
erwin Data Modeler, and includes the following:

Online and telephone contact information for technical assistance and customer ser-
vices 

Information about user communities and forums 

Product and documentation downloads  

erwin Support policies and guidelines  

Other helpful resources appropriate for your product  

For information about other erwin products, visit http://erwin.com/products.

Provide Feedback

If you have comments or questions, or feedback about erwin product documentation, you 
can send a message to techpubs@erwin.com.

News and Events

Visit News and Events to get up-to-date news, announcements, and events. View video demos 
and read up on customer success stories and articles by industry experts.
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Introduction

The Feature Tour guide walks Data Architects, Data Administrators, Application Admin-
istrators, Database Administrators, and Partners through the features introduced in erwin 
Data Modeler (DM) 12.5 release.

The features and enhancements introduced in this release are:

MongoDB Support

Teradata Support

MongoDB: Schema Validation

AlloyDB Support

Databricks Partner Connect

Database Support Updates

Git Support
Bitbucket Support

Denormalizing NoSQL Database Models

Project Explorer

Productivity and UI Enhancements

erwin ER360

DM Connect for DI

Enterprise Modeling Compliance

Enterprise Glossary

erwin Mart Portal Enhancements

Setting up Unity Catalogs in Databricks

For additional information about a feature, in erwin Data Modeler, click Help > Help Topics 
or press F1.

Introduction
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MongoDB Support

erwin Data Modeler (DM) now supports MongoDB 5.x and 6.x as a target database. This 
implementation supports the following objects:

Database

Collection

Filed

Index

Relationships

Users

View

Following are the supported data types:

Numeric String Lit-
erals Date and Time Other

 l double

 l binary

 l int

 l integer

 l boolean

 l minKey

 l maxKey

 l long

 l decimal

 l string  l date

 l timestamp

 l object

 l array

 l null

 l objectId

 l regex

 l code                     

Introduction

https://bookshelf.erwin.com/bookshelf/public_html/12.5/Content/User Guides/erwin Help/MongoDB_Support_Summary.html
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Teradata Support

erwin Data Modeler (DM) now supports Teradata 17.x as a target database. Apart from the 
existing objects, this implementation supports the following new objects:

Maps

Storage Format Schema

Function Mapping

Foreign Table

Time Series Table

Temporal Tables

Following are the newly supported data types:

GRAPHIC

VARCHAR

VARBYTE     

VARGRAPHIC

LONG VARCHAR     

LONG VARGRAPHIC     

BINARY LARGE OBJECT | BLOB     

CHARACTER LARGE OBJECT | CLOB     

[SYSUDTLIB.] XML      

[SYSUDTLIB.]JSON      

[SYSUDTLIB.] ST_GEOMETRY      

[SYSUDTLIB.] MBR       

Teradata Support

https://bookshelf.erwin.com/bookshelf/public_html/12.5/Content/User Guides/erwin Help/Teradata_Server_Support_Summary.html
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MongoDB: Schema Validation

erwin Data Modeler (DM) 12.5 now supports schema validation for MongoDB forward engin-
eering scripts. The schema validator verifies fields in collections based on their data type. If 
enabled, this feature restricts forward engineering script generation in case the data in the 
fields is not in line with the assigned data type. Thus, enabling you to avoid any errors in the 
forward engineering script.  This feature is enabled by default for fields in collections.

In case of any exceptions, you can select the Exclude Schema Validator check box to exclude 
validations for one or more fields. Doing so overrides the assigned data type of a field and 
generates the script successfully.

This topic walks you through the steps to generate schema validation for fields in a simple 
table (collection) and generate schema using an example. The following table lists the fields 
and assigned data types in a MongoDB collection, Customer. 

Fields Data 
Type

Name STRING

Year INTEGER

Subjects STRING

Address OBJECT

Street STRING

City STRING

Year INTEGER

The following image displays the fields in a collection and the assigned data types.

Teradata Support
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To generate schema validation for a MongoDB collection, follow these steps:

 1. In erwin DM, create a collection with fields, and assign relevant datatypes.

Ensure that a database in assigned to the collection.

 2. Right-click the collection and click Field Properties.
The MongoDB Field Editor appears.

 3. Select a filed to set schema validation and other field properties. 
Use the following options under the General tab to configure schema validations for a 
field:     

Teradata Support
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Exclude Schema Validator

Use this option to exclude any validations set under Schema Validator Rule 
options. Selecting this option disables the Schema Validator Rule options.

Schema Validator Rule

Use this option to set various validation rules for a filed. These options available 
under this section differ based on field's data type. For more information on 
schema validation rule options, refer to Defining MongoDB Fields topic. 

 4. Under Schema Validator Rule section, set the required validation parameters and click 
Close.

 5. Right-click the collection and click Collection Properties.
The MongoDB Collection Editor appears

 6. Go to the Schema Validator tab.

 7. Click  to generate schema validation template.
This displays the generated schema validation template based on the field properties 

Teradata Support

https://bookshelf.erwin.com/bookshelf/public_html/12.5/Content/User Guides/erwin Help/Defining_MongoDB_Fields.html
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and assigned datatypes.
Teradata Support
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Teradata Support
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 8. Select Validation Action and Validation Level options. For more information about 
these options, refer to Defining MongoDB Collections topic.

 9. Click  to edit the schema.
The Collection Schema Validator editor appears. This displays the generated schema 
validation template with validations in edit mode.

 10. Edit the schema template for validations and add a description for the fields based on 
your requirement. 

In this example, the validation properties of the fields and descriptions are updated as 
shown in the following image.

Teradata Support

https://bookshelf.erwin.com/bookshelf/public_html/12.5/Content/User Guides/erwin Help/Defining_MongoDB_Collections.html
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 11. Once you have made changes to the schema template, click OK.
The schema template validation changes are saved.

 12. On the application ribbon, click Action > Schema.
The Forward Engineer Schema Generation Wizard appears.

Teradata Support
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 13. Go to Preview tab.
The updated schema with the validations appear.

 14. In the Preview section, edit the schema to correct the random integer values.

Generating schema validation template adds random integer values to the fields 
with INTEGER datatype. Ensure that you replace this with valid value to generate 
the schema successfully.

 15. Click Generate.
The MongoDB Connection screen appears. Connect to the database. For more inform-
ation, refer to the Database Connection Parameters topic.

Teradata Support

https://bookshelf.erwin.com/bookshelf/public_html/12.5/Content/User Guides/erwin Help/NoSQLDatabases_Connection_Parameters.html
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The schema is generated successfully along with the validations.

The schema generation wizard displays errors if the field-level validations are not met. For 
example, the schema in the following image accepts values between 1990 and 2022 in the 
Year field, and Name field is set as mandatory. The, Year field is updated with the value 
1981, and Name field is blank. 

Teradata Support
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When you click Generate, the schema generation fails as the validation rules are not met 
and displays the following error.

Teradata Support
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Alternatively, you can exclude validations for one or more fields to generate schema.  This 
overrides the assigned data validation rule for a filed and generates the script successfully.

To exclude schema validation for a field, open Collection Field Editor, select a field, and 
then, select the Exclude Schema Validator check box.

In the Forward Engineering Schema Wizard, when you click Generate, the schema is gen-
erated successfully.

Teradata Support
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AlloyDB Support Summary

erwin Data Modeler (DM) now supports AlloyDB 1.1 a target database. property page edit-
ors. This implementation supports the following objects:

Collations

Databases

Domains

Functions

Materialized Views

Permissions

Roles

Schemas

Teradata Support

https://bookshelf.erwin.com/bookshelf/public_html/12.5/Content/User Guides/erwin Help/AlloyDB_Support_Summary.html
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Sequences

Tables

Tablespaces

Triggers

User-Defined Types

Views

For more information about specific AlloyDB property values, refer to the AlloyDB data-
base documentation. The erwin® Data Modeler documentation for the physical property 
editors provides brief descriptions of the controls on each dialog and tab, which you can 
use as a point of reference while working with database design features. 

As a best practice, use the AlloyDB ANSI ODBC driver for Reverse Engineering from Data-
base (REDB) while using erwin® Data Modeler. 

 Databricks Partner Connect

Databricks Partner Connect is now  live and available for erwin DM. With this, you can con-
nect to your Databricks database using Username-Password or Personal Access Token-Pass-
word authentication methods.
For more information on generating and using Personal Access Tokens, click here.

Databricks Partner Connect is now  live and available for erwin DM. Databricks as a target 
database also supports Databricks Unity Catalog.

Database Support Updates

Support for the following databases has been updated:

Database Enhancements

ArangoDB Views tab has been added to the ArangoDB Reverse Engineering Wizard.

Avro
Precision and Scale properties have been added to the Avro Field Editor. 
These properties are applicable only to the data type BYTES.

Teradata Support

https://docs.databricks.com/dev-tools/api/latest/authentication.html#token-management
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Database Enhancements

Google 
BigQuery

Support for Table Search Index has been added. For more inform-
ation, refer to Defining Google BigQuery Search Indexes topic.

Views and Materialized Views tabs have been added to the Google 
BigQuery Reverse Engineering Wizard.

Google BigQuery ER diagrams have been updated to display the 
property mode of the column (NULL, NOT NULL, REPEATED/ARRAY), 
if the Display Column Null Option is selected in the ER Diagram 
Editor.

You can now set physical table names of up to 1024 characters.

You can now set physical column names of up to 300 characters.

Default Collation property has been added to the Google BigQuery 
Dataset Editor.

Default Collation property has been added to the Google BigQuery 
Table Editor.

Collation and Default Expression properties have been added to the 
Google BigQuery Table Column Editor.

Partition Options properties have been moved to the Partitions tab 
Google BigQuery Table Editor.

Partition Expression section has been removed from the Partitions 
tab in the Google BigQuery Table Editor and Materialized View 
Editor. The partition expression is now displayed on the NoSQL tab 
in these Editors. 

Values in the Partition Expression Options now automatically resets 
when a column of a different Physical Data Type is selected on the 
Partition Columns section in the Google BigQuery Table Editor and 
Materialized View Editor.

Option Selection tab has been updated, and Owner Override tab has 
been added to the Google BigQuery Forward Engineering Schema 
Generation Wizard.

Cassandra
Materialized Views tab has been added to the Cassandra Reverse Engin-
eering Wizard.

Teradata Support

Defining_Google_BigQuery_Search_Indexes.html
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Database Enhancements

Couchbase
erwin Data Modeler (erwin DM) now supports using Couchbase with 
Python SDK instead of C SDK.

DynamoDB

 l You can now set physical table and index names of up to 255 char-
acters.

 l Session Token authentication has been added for 
DynamoDB database connection.

Redshift Support for Redshift Encoding AZ64 has been added.

MongoDB

 l Schema validation options for forward engineering a model has 
been enhanced. For information on schema validation, refer Mon-
goDB: Schema Validation.

 l Display Field Null Option property has been replaced with Display 
Field is Required Option property on the MongoDB ER Diagram 
Editor.

JSON

 l Display Field Null Option property has been replaced with Display 
Field is Required Option property on the JSON ER Diagram Editor.

 l JSON Array Element option has been added to JSON Reverse Engin-
eering Wizard to specify whether all or only first element of a 
JSON array is processed during reverse engineering.

 l Viewer tab in the JSON Forward Engineering Schema Generation Wiz-
ard has been updated to display the names of JSON objects and 
arrays and the  number of child elements inside them.

Git Support

You can now view the DDL of a model version and compare it with another version of the 
model from the Catalogs pane.

 

Teradata Support

https://bookshelf.erwin.com/bookshelf/public_html/12.5/Content/User Guides/erwin Help/MongoDB_Schema_Validation.html
https://bookshelf.erwin.com/bookshelf/public_html/12.5/Content/User Guides/erwin Help/MongoDB_Schema_Validation.html
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Bitbucket Support

You can now connect to a Bitbucket repository to push forward engineering scripts for a 
Mart Model to the Git repository. Bitbucket enables you to utilize features, such as version 
control and collaboration with team members. For information on connecting to Bitbucket, 
refer to the Connecting to Git Repositories topic.

 

Teradata Support

https://bookshelf.erwin.com/bookshelf/public_html/12.5/Content/Tools/Git Support/Connecting_to_Git_Repositories.html
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Denormalizing NoSQL Database Models

You can now perform advanced denormalization when you derive non-relational database 
models. This feature provides you with options to do a manual or automatic denor-
malization.

Use the auto-denormalization option to merge tables with the target table auto-
matically. This embeds the tables with one-one relationships as User Defined Type 
and one-to-many relationships as normal columns.

Use the manual denormalization option to selectively merge columns from source 
tables to target tables. Further, manual denormalization provides you options to 
merge multiple columns into single combined column, decide the column embedding 
type and the embedding process, retain relationships and much more.

Denormalizing Models

erwin Data Modeler 12.5 supports denormalization options for NoSQL databases in addition 
to Cassandra. This allows you to select the objects for the denormalization of a NoSQL data-
base model before it is derived from a source model. It enables you  merge the objects in the 
source model into the target NoSQL model based on the requirements.

The denormalization options for NoSQL databases appear only when the Advanced Denor-
malization option is selected while deriving a model. Once the model is derived, the Denor-
malization Wizard for the model appears. 

The  objects that you can denormalize differ based the type of a NoSQL database. Refer to 
the following table for the list of supported databases, objects, and its name mappings for 
denormalization.

Database Object Names

Amazon Keyspaces Tables, Columns

Avro Documents, Fields

Cassandra Tables, Columns

Denormalizing NoSQL Database Models
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Database Object Names

Couchbase Tables, Items

DynamoDB Tables, Items

Google BigQuery Tables, Columns

JSON JSON Objects, Fields

MongoDB Collections, Fields

Parquet Records, Fields

This topic walks you through the advanced denormalization options for Cassandra database. 
Similarly, you can denormalize other supported NoSQL databases using the advanced denor-
malization feature.

To denormalize the model further, follow these steps:

 1. On the Tables section, click the Target drop-down to select a target table. All the 
tables will be merged into the selected target table.

Denormalizing NoSQL Database Models
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Select Auto Denormalization option to merge tables with the target automatically. 
This embeds the tables in the model with one-one relationships as User Defined 
Type and one-to-many relationships as normal columns.

Denormalizing NoSQL Database Models
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 2. Under Available Tables, select one or more tables to merge. Then, click .

This moves the selected tables under Selected Tables.

 3. Click Next.
The Column section appears. It displays a list of available columns.

Denormalizing NoSQL Database Models
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 4. Under Available Columns, select the that you want to merge. Then, click .

Denormalizing NoSQL Database Models
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This moves the selected databases under Selected Columns.

Once you have added the selected columns, you can use any of the following options:

Merge ( )

Use this option to merge the selected columns and create a new column under 
Selected Columns.

Update ( )

Use this option to edit column details such as column name, domain parent, 
and data type for a selected column.

New ( )

Use this option to add a new column under Selected Columns.

Delete ( )

Use this option to delete the selected columns.

 5. Click Next.
The Options section appears.

 6. Select an Embedding Type.

You can select the following embedding options:

Denormalizing NoSQL Database Models
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 l Embed as Auto: Use this option to embed tables through an auto-mechanism 
based on one-to-many and one-to-one relationships.

 l Embed as Normal: Use this option to embed collections using normal column 
styles.

 l Embed as UDT: Use this option to embed collections using a User Defined Type 
(UDT) styles.

 7. Select Relationships option to include table relationships to the model.

 8. Select Cascading options to determine how multiple collections are merged into a 
single collection.
Use the following cascading options:

 l All: Use this option to denormalize all relationship levels in a collection into a 
single collection.

 l Levels: Use this option to specify the number of levels up to which collections 
are denormalized into one collection. For example, if you set Level to 1, all the 
collections up to level 1 in the relationship hierarchy are denormalized into a 
single collection.

 l Auto Cleanup: Use the option to delete the source collection after denor-
malization.

 9. Click OK.

The denormalization process starts and displays objects based on the denormalization 
option.
Alternatively, you can click Commit to apply changes to the model without exiting the 
Denormalization Wizard.

Denormalizing NoSQL Database Models
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Project Explorer

Using the Project Explorer feature in erwin Data Modeler, you can now bring multiple data 
models in your enterprise applications together and manage them as a single project. All 
models and objects in the project are stored at one location of your choice. You can also 
choose to save the entire project in erwin Mart, which enables online team collaboration, 
data governance, and consistency for the project.

Projects eliminate the need for loading and managing required models separately. Instead, 
it provides you with a single, unified project metadata file using which you can launch, organ-
ize, and manage project objects.

Project Explorer Pane

The Project Explorer can be located on the erwin DM user interface as a dedicated pane as 
well as a ribbon tab. The Project Explorer pane provides an organized view of your project 
and the objects in it. All physical and logical models in projects are arranged as Source (Par-
ent) models and Target (Child) models. There are no constraints on the number of models in 
a project. You can have multiple source models in the project, and multiple target models 
under each source model. You can further organize your models using folders and sub-
folders. 

By default, this pane opens on the left-side of the application. You can also access it via 
View > Panes > Project Explorer Pane on the ribbon.

Project Explorer
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The models that have connection parameters configured for reverse engineering are indic-
ated using a green check mark. The below screenshot displays the a green check mark on 
the modes with configured connection parameters.

Project Explorer
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Project Explorer Options

The Project Explorer provides you with the following options on the toolbar and ribbon:

New Project 

Use this option to create projects. For more information, refer to the Creating Projects topic.

Open Project 

Use this option to open existing projects.

Save Project 

Use this option to save the project updates.

Delete 

Use this option to delete the selected objects in projects.

Close Project 

Use this option to close projects.

Schema Script 

Use this option to generate forward engineering schema scripts for models in projects.

Alter Script 

Use this option to generate alter scripts for models in projects.

Save to Mart 

Use this option to save projects to mart.

Report 

Use this option to generate project reports. For more information, refer to the Generating Pro-
ject Reports topic.

Properties 

Project Explorer

https://bookshelf.erwin.com/bookshelf/public_html/12.5/Content/User Guides/erwin Help/Creating_a_Project.html
https://bookshelf.erwin.com/bookshelf/public_html/12.5/Content/User Guides/erwin Help/Project_Reports.html
https://bookshelf.erwin.com/bookshelf/public_html/12.5/Content/User Guides/erwin Help/Project_Reports.html
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Use this option to edit the project or object properties.

Managing Projects

Using the Project Explorer, you can perform the following actions to manage your projects:

Create folders

Create models

Reverse engineer models

Create target models

Derive target models

Sync target models with source model

Rename objects

Delete objects

For more information, refer to the Using Project Explorer topic.

Project Explorer
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Using Project Explorer

The Project Explorer provides an end-to-end solution to create and control a project, add 
objects to it, manage and modify these objects, and generate detailed project reports.

Creating and using projects in erwin DM generally involves the following steps:

Creating projects

Creating folders

Importing models

Creating models

Reverse engineering models

Creating target models

Deriving models

Managing projects

Renaming objects

Deleting objects

Saving projects

Forward engineering models

Generating project reports

Using Project Explorer
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To understand the feature further, consider two separate use cases of projects. Note that 
these use cases need not be mutually exclusive and may often coincide in real life usage.

Use Case 1: Create Projects Using Existing Mart Models

In this example, assume that you have one logical model, SourceModel1, stored in your 
mart. You aim to derive a set of logical and physical models from it, arranged in a hierarchy 
of source and target models, and manage them together in erwin DM.

Normally, all derived models are saved separately from their source models, and when you 
need to work on them, you’ll open them individually. erwin DM displays the opened models 
on the window. However, erwin DM cannot display the multi-level hierarchy of the source 
and target models. Additionally, managing large numbers of models on DM screen is hard 
and time-consuming.

Using projects, you can overcome these challenges. The Project Explorer pane arranges all 
models in a project in a comprehensible tree structure, where target models are arranged 
under their respective source models. There are multiple levels of source-target branches to 
help you understand the hierarchy of these models. Also, using the tree structure in the Pro-
ject Explorer pane, you can identify and manage the required models.

To start, create a project in erwin DM Project Explorer.

Using Project Explorer
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Creating Projects

To create a project, follow these steps:

 1. In the Project Explorer. click New Project .

The Project window appears.

 2. Enter a name and location for the project.

 3. Select Create directory for project, if you want to create a new directory in the selec-
ted project location.

 4. Click OK.

The new project is created.

When you create a project, it automatically opens in the Project Explorer pane.

Initially, the explorer pane is blank because the project does not contain any objects in it.

Using Project Explorer
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Before populating the project with models, you must create a folder to contain them.

You can use more folders to organize your models. This is especially useful if your project 
contains a significant number of models.

Start by creating a folder to contain the model, SourceModel1 (Logical).

Creating Folders

You can add any number of folders and subfolders in a project, but you cannot create more 
than one level of subfolders in a folder.

To create a new folder, follow these steps:

 1. In the Project Explorer, right-click the project name.

 2. Click New Folder.

 3. Enter a name for the folder, and press Enter.

Using Project Explorer
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The new folder is added to the project. You can see the new folder under the project 
in the Project Explorer pane.

Now, you can import the model, SourceModel1, into the folder.

Importing Models from Mart

To import a model from mart, you must first connect to erwin Mart.

Once you are connected, to import the model, follow these steps:

 1. Right-click the folder that you created.

 2. Click Add > Open Model from Mart.
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A mart catalogs window appears.

 3. Select the model file.

 4. Click Open.

The model is imported to the project. You can find SourceModel in the folder that you 
created.

Once you have your source model imported into your project, you can  derive more logical 
and physical models from it.

Deriving Target Models

You can derive any model type from an existing model. Some of the more common derive 
scenarios are:

Multiple physical models from a logical model. You can use a single conceptual logical 
model to derive a physical model for different target servers. 

A generic physical model from a logical model. A generic physical model is a model in 
which you specify DBMS-independent design decisions, and indicate ODBC/generic as 
the target server.  

A physical model from a logical model. Your new physical model can be customized 
for a target database and version, and to enforce naming standards. 
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A logical model from a logical model. For example, you can derive a new logical model 
based on a subject area from the source model. 

The model that you open before you use the wizard is known as the source model. The 
source model contains all model objects that you can include in a derived, or target model.

For more information, refer to the Design Layers and Model Derivation topic in the Online Help.

Start by deriving a physical model, TargetModel1, and a logical model, TargetModel2, from 
the source mart model.

Deriving Physical Models

To derive a physical model from SourceModel1, follow these steps:

 1. Right-click SourceModel1.

 2. Click DL-Derive.

The Derive Model window appears.

Using Project Explorer
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 3. On the Target Model tab, under New Model Type, select the model type Physical or 
Logical/Physical.

 4. Select the required database and database version.

 5. Enable Advanced Denormalization, if required.

 6. Enter appropriate values on the other tabs.

 7. Click Derive.

 8. If you have enabled Advanced Denormalization, the Denormalization wizard appears. 
You can select the objects such as tables and columns for denormalization and click 
OK.

Once you have completed the denormalization process, the new model is added to 
the project. 

You can find the derived model under SourceModel1. By default, erwin DM provides a 
name for the derived model. You can rename the model to TargetModel1 using the 
Rename option in Project Explorer.

Deriving Logical Models

To derive a logical model from SourceModel1, follow these steps:

 1. Right-click SourceModel1.

 2. Click DL-Derive.

The Derive Model window appears.

 3. On the Target Model tab, under New Model Type, select the model type Logical or 
Logical/Physical.

 4. Enter appropriate values on the other tabs.

 5. Click Derive.

The new derived model is added to the project. 

You can find the derived model under SourceModel1. By default, erwin DM provides a 
name for the derived model. You can rename the model to TargetModel2 using the 
Rename option in Project Explorer.
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In addition to importing and deriving models, you can also reverse engineer database scripts 
to add models to projects.

Reverse Engineering Models

To reverse engineer a model from a database script, follow these steps:

 1. Right-click the folder in which you want to add the reverse engineered model.

 2. Click Reverse Engineer.

The New Model window appears.

 3. Select the type of the model. Available options are Physical, Logical/Physical, and 
Match Template.

 4. Select the Target Server database and version.

 5. Click Next.

The Reverse Engineering Wizard appears.
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 6. On the Overview tab, browse and select the script file from your storage.

 7. Enter appropriate values in the fields for the other tabs.

 8. On the erwin Project tab, select erwin Project to specify the model belongs to a pro-
ject.
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 9. Enter a name for the model.

 10. Click OK.

The model is added to the project. You can find the reverse engineered model in the 
folder you selected.

Now that you have the project and the models ready, you can start working on the models 
as required.

At any point of time, you can perform the following actions on the project, using the Project 
Explorer:

Rename an object

Delete an object

Save the project
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Forward engineer models in the project

Generate project report

To read more about managing projects, refer to the Managing Projects section.

Use Case 2: Create Projects Using New and Local Models

In this example, assume that you have two models from a business application stored in 
your local system; SourceModel1, a logical model, and SourceModel2, a physical model. To 
work on the application, you need to open them separately from their respective locations. 
To collaborate with your team, you need to upload them to Mart. You also must save each 
model every time you finish working.

However, using projects, you can reduce the effort required to manage these models sep-
arately. You can also organize these models at a single location and add more models and 
objects to the project as required. Apart from this, you can simply save the project to your 
mart.

To start, create a project in erwin DM Project Explorer.

Creating Projects

To create a project, follow these steps:

 1. In the Project Explorer. click New Project .

The Project window appears.

 2. Enter a name and location for the project.
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 3. Select Create directory for project, if you want to create a new directory in the selec-
ted project location.

 4. Click OK.

The new project is created.

When you create a project, it automatically opens in the Project Explorer pane.

Initially, the explorer pane is blank because the project does not contain any objects in it.

Before populating the project with models, you must create a folder to contain them.

You can use more folders to organize your models. This is especially useful if your project 
contains a significant number of models.

Start by creating a folder to contain the models, SourceModel1 (Physical) and SourceModel2 
(Logical).

Creating Folders

You can add any number of folders and subfolders in a project, but you cannot create more 
than one level of subfolders in a folder.

To create a new folder, follow these steps:
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 1. In the Project Explorer, right-click the project name.

 2. Click New Folder.

 3. Enter a name for the folder, and press Enter.

The new folder is added to the project. You can see the new folder under the project 
in the Project Explorer pane.
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Now, you can import the two models (SourceModel1 and SourceModel2) into the folder.

Importing Models

You can import models from your local storage.

In this example, SourceModel1 and SourceModel2 are in a local folder.

To import models from local folders, follow these steps:

 1. Right-click the folder that you created.

 2. Click Add > Open Model.

A file explorer window appears.
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 3. Select the model files, SourceModel1.erwin and SourceModel2.erwin.

 4. Click Open.

The two models are imported to the project. You can find SourceModel1 and 
SourceModel2 in the folder that you created.

In addition to importing existing models, you can also create new models in the project.

For this example, create a new model in the folder that you created.

Creating Models

To create a new model, follow these steps:

 1. Right-click the folder that you created.

 2. Click Add > New Model.

The Source Model window appears.
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 3. Enter the model’s name.

 4. Select the model type. You can create a Logical model, a Physical model, or a Logic-
al/Physical model.

 5. Select the database and database version for the model. This is available only if you 
select Physical or Logical/Physical model types.

 6. Click OK.

The model is added to the project in the folder that you created.

In addition to importing and deriving models, you can also reverse engineer database scripts 
to add models to projects.

Reverse Engineering Models

To reverse engineer a model from a database script, follow these steps:

 1. Right-click the folder in which you want to add the reverse engineered model.

 2. Click Reverse Engineer.

The New Model window appears.
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 3. Select the type of the model. Available options are Physical, Logical/Physical, and 
Match Template.

 4. Select the Target Server database and version.

 5. Click Next.

The Reverse Engineering Wizard appears.
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 6. On the Overview tab, browse and select the script file from your storage.

 7. Enter appropriate values in the fields for the other tabs.

 8. On the erwin Project tab, select erwin Project to specify the model belongs to a pro-
ject.
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 9. Enter a name for the model.

 10. Click OK.

The model is added to the project. You can find the reverse engineered model in the 
folder you selected.

Creating Target Models

In addition to deriving models, you can create target models using the following methods:

Add new model

Add new model with Auto Sync

Open model as target
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A target model may or may not inherit the objects and attributes of its source model. You 
can also enable synchronization of a source model with its target, so that every change 
made to the source is replicated to its targets.

In this example, we will create a target model, TargetModel1, from SourceModel1.

TargetModel1 will be a denormalized NoSQL replica of the SourceModel1.

To create a target model from SourceModel1, follow these steps:

 1. Right-click SourceModel1.

 2. Click Add > New Model.

The Target Model window appears.

 3. Enter the name TargetModel1 for the target model.

 4. (Optional) Select Auto Sync to enable syncing the source model with the target 
model.

 5. Select the required database and version for the target model.

 6. (Optional) Select Advanced Denormalization and Auto Normalization, if required.

 7. Click OK.
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 8. If you have selected Advanced Denormalization, the Denormalization wizard appears. 
You can select the objects such as tables and columns for denormalization and click 
OK.

Once you have completed the denormalization process, the new model is added to 
the project. You can find TargetModel1 under the source model you selected.

Now that you have the project and the models ready, you can start working on the models 
as required.

At any point of time, you can perform the following actions on the project, using the Project 
Explorer:

Rename an object

Delete an object

Save the project

Forward engineer models in the project

Generate project report

To read more about managing projects, refer to the Managing Projects section.

Managing Projects

You can use the following option in Project Explorer to manage projects.

Renaming Objects

You can change the name of the project or any object in it.

To rename the model, follow these steps:

 1. Right-click a model.

 2. Click Rename.

 3. Enter the new name.

 4. Press Enter.

The new name is applied to the model. 
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Deleting Objects

To delete the model, follow these steps:

 1. Right-click the model.

 2. Click Delete.

 3. Click OK to confirm.

Alternatively, select the model and click Delete  on the Project Explorer.

The selected model is deleted from the project. 

Deleting an object is an irreversible action. You cannot retrieve an object once it is deleted 
from the project.

While working on the project, ensure that you save your changes at regular intervals and 
before closing erwin DM to avoid losing the progress. 

Saving Project

To save a project, click Save  on the Project Explorer. This saves all your progress to the 
specified project folder.

You can also choose to save the project to erwin Mart. Saving to Mart ensures security of 
the data and enables team collaboration.

To save a project to Mart, you must first connect to erwin Mart.

 Checked-out mart models in projects are always saved to their original library.

Once you are connected, to save the project to Mart, follow these steps:

 1. In the Project Explorer, click Save to Mart .

The Mart window appears.
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 2. Specify a root path for the project and click OK.

The project and models are now saved to Mart. You can access the project or any 
model in it any time from your mart.

Now that you have added multiple models into the project, you can forward engineer the 
models and generate schema scripts.

You can generate schema scripts and alter scripts for the models in the project using the For-
ward Engineering feature in Project Explorer. In this example, we will forward engineer all 
the models in the project, generate alter scripts, and save the script files in your local folder.

Forward Engineering Models

To forward engineer models and generate schema and alter scripts, follow these steps:

 1. To generate a schema script for the models in the project, click Schema Script  in 
Project Explorer. Alternatively, you can right-click the project and click Forward Engin-
eer > Schema Script.

To generate a schema script for the models in the project, click Alter Script  in Pro-
ject Explorer. Alternatively, right-click the project and click Forward Engineer > Alter 
Script.

For this example, click Alter Script  to generate alter scripts for the models.
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The Alter Script window appears.

 2. To filter models from the list, enter appropriate values in the following filters and click 
Refresh.

Database

Model Name

Parent Filter

As we are generating alter scripts for all models in the project, select All in the Data-
base drop-down, click Refresh and select all models.

 3. (Optional) To preview the alter script for a model, select the model and click Preview.

 4. Click OK.

Alter scripts are generated for all the models in your project. You can find the alter 
scripts in the Forward Engineering folder in your local project folder.

Finally, you can generate reports for all or selected models in the project using the Report 
option in Project Explorer. The project report contains details like model names, model 
types, parent models, database types, and model file path in your local or online folder.

Generating Project Reports

In this example, we will generate reports of all SQL Server database models in HTML format.

To generate project reports, follow these steps:
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 1. In the Project Explorer, click Report .

The Report window appears.

 2. To filter models from the list, enter appropriate values in the following filters and click 
Refresh.

Database

Model Name

Parent Filter.

As we are generating reports for all SQL Server database models, select SQL Server in 
the Database drop-down, click Refresh, and select all available models.

 3. Click Generate Report and select HTML from the drop-down.

The Generate Report window appears.
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 4. On the Generate tab, specify a location for the project report.

 5. (Optional) You can customize the report further using the HTML tab.

 6. Click OK.

Project Report is generated for the selected the models. You can find the report for all 
SQL Server models in the directory location you specified.
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Productivity and UI Enhancements

Several additions and enhancements have been implemented to improve erwin Data 
Modeler's (DM) productivity and usage experience. These enhancements are:

Copy Family

Demand Loading

Scheduler Update

Support for projects has been added to erwin DM Scheduler. You can now 
schedule reverse engineering jobs for all the required models in a project using 
erwin DM Scheduler.

Project Explorer

Project Explorer now displays models with configured connection parameters 
for reverse engineering with a green check mark.

Custom Option Set

You can now create and use custom option sets for Complete Compare in erwin 
DM Scheduler.

Recent Files Update

The Recent Files list in the erwin DM Welcome screen now displays the latest 
version of the Mart models instead of the version that was last accessed.

Exclude UDP

You can now choose to exclude User Defined Properties (UDP) during Complete 
Compare to accelerate the process.

SDI Indication on Model Diagram

For columns or attributes labelled SDI, you can now choose to display an SDI 
indication on the model diagram via diagram properties. For more information, 
refer to the Set Table Display Preferences and Set Entity Display Preferences topics.

Productivity and UI Enhancements
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Copy Family

You can create new Entity Relationship (ER) diagrams from parts of existing model object 
families using the Copy Family feature. You can select the number of levels of objects in the 
family to be copied, and create a new diagram with the new family or paste the selected 
family to another existing ER diagram. 

To create a new diagram from an existing family

 1. Open a diagram and select an object that belongs to the required object family.

 2. On the Home ribbon, click Copy Family.
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The Copy Family window appears.
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 3. Specify the required number of levels of ancestors and descendants in the family with 
respect to the selected object.

 4. Select Auto Layout, if you want erwin DM to automatically generate a layout for the 
family in the new diagram.

 5. Select Copy to Clipboard, if you want to keep the object family in the clipboard.

 6. Click OK.

A new ER diagram is created with the selected objects in the family.

If you have selected Copy to Clipboard, you can also paste the selected objects into any exist-
ing or new ER diagram.

Demand Loading

Demand Loading reduces the time required to open projects. When you open a project, 
erwin DM loads all the models in it, which may increase the loading time, whereas Demand 
Loading opens only the project metadata and leaves the models in it unloaded. You can load 
required models manually. 

For example, if a project contains multiple large models, opening them simultaneously will 
require more time. If you want to open a single model in the project and work on it, you can 
select Demand Loading and open the project. This instantly opens the project metadata in 
the Project Explorer. You can then select the required model to open it.

To use Demand Loading, follow these steps:

 1. Click Tools > Options.

The Options screen appears.
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 2. On the Default tab, select Demand Loading.
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 3. Click OK.

Demand Loading is enabled. erwin DM will load only the metadata when you open a 
new project. 

erwin ER360

erwin ER360  provides unified and central visuals of your erwin data models to help you man-
age, review, and govern your  on-premise or SaaS ‘On Cloud Mart’ data models.It provides 
self-service access to visualization and detailed metadata classification to encourage busi-
ness teams, governance teams, and other stakeholders to collaborate and increase data lit-
eracy. For more information, refer to erwin ER360 Online Help.
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DM Connect for DI

The DM Connect for DI feature has been upgraded to support:

Importing one or more erwin Data Intelligence (erwin DI) environments to erwin Data Modeler 
(erwin DM)

Multiple erwin DI configurations

erwin DI v13.0

erwin Mart Portal Enhancements

erwin Mart Portal has undergone several enhancements as follows:

Email addresses or user name, individually as well as together are supported as your 
default selector instead of only username. You can configure this under settings to be 
displayed across erwin Mart Portaland erwin ER360.

The catalog tree displays a Sensitive Data Indicator, SDI tag for models that contain 
sensitive data. 

Ability to control the level of permission and assign a user or a group to a profile, lib-
rary, or model has been added.

View as a permission at library level has been added.

Using the Project Explorer in erwin DM, you can save projects and their models to 
mart under catalogs.

You can generate Personal Access Tokens for REST API via Settings.

User device tracking for logs is supported.

Enterprise Modeling Compliance

A new module, Enterprise Modeling Compliance has been added in erwin Mart Portal. Enter-
prise Modeling Compliance (EMC) provides you (non-admin user) with a mechanism to 
apply metadata standards across your mart catalogs and maintain data model quality at the 
enterprise level.

DM Connect for DI
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To use EMC, you need to be well-versed with business requirements so that you can create 
and use a combination of policies and rules on your data models. This enables you to imple-
ment high compliance standards in your modeling practice.

Rules define a set of protocols to be followed in an organization for model compliance. You 
can create rules or use default rules to be followed throughout the model and populates 
errors or warnings if not followed. 

Now, these rules are applied to the default polices or user-defined polices, which you can 
create. Policies are globally defined set of principles. Using policies, you can maintain busi-
ness standards across your organization. Polices are applied to the objects such as attrib-
utes, columns, entities, tables, domains, and relationships, which are available in the 
models.  

Based on the policy applied to the model, job can be executed and generate comprehensive 
reports with pass, error, and warning statistics. If the job result got failed, you can go to the 
model and improve the data quality for the objects to pass the job result. 

The following sections walk you through these features:

Polices

Rules

Reports

Polices

Policies are globally defined set of principles. Using policies, you can maintain business 
standards across your organization. It includes the rules applied to objects, passing criteria 
with errors and warnings. For example, the below policy, Definition, a default policy, 
includes rules applied to attribute, domain, entity, and relationship. Here, pass criteria is 
10% error and 15% warning. 

DM Connect for DI
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Rules

Rules define a set of protocols to be followed in an organization. You can create rules for 
default and user defined polices. It includes validation action with the value to validate. For 
example, the below rule, Definition is populated, is applied to definition. This means, If defin-
itions available in models do not populate, the errors are generated.
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Reports

When you run the job, policy is applied to the catalog and based on applied policies and 
rules, comprehensive reports are generated with pass, error, and warning statistics. For 
example, the below report, Comments for GBQ, has passed with 59% having 41% errors, 0% 
warnings. You can see catalog name is Google BigQuery, object type is entity/table and rules 
applied to the catalog are, Comment does not contain bad characters and Comment is pop-
ulated.

To create polices, rules, and reports, refer Using Enterprise Modeling Compliance topic.

Using Enterprise Modeling Compliance

This topic explains how you can use polices, rules, and reports for model compliance. 

Let's create a rule, Physical name does not contain star. This rule is applicable to each phys-
ical names of the catalog.

To create a rule, follow these steps:

 1. Go to Application Menu > EMC.
The Enterprise Modeling Compliance page appears.
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 2. On the Rules tab, click .

The Details section appears.

 3. Enter appropriate values in the fields. Refer to the following table for field descrip-
tions.
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Field Description

Name Specifies the name of the rule

Description Specifies the description and purpose of the rule

Select Prop-
erty/Object

Specifies the property or object to which the rule is applic-
able

Select Validate 
Action

Specifies the condition for validation. Based on the selected 
object type, available options may vary.

Enter Value Specifies the value for validation

Warning/Error Specifies whether failing the rule populates results in a warn-
ing or error

 4. Click Submit.

The rule, Physical name does not contain star, is created and added to the list of rules. 
In the list of rules, user-defined rules are displayed with the black font.

Once the rule is created, you can apply this rule to the objects or properties while creating 
polices. 

Now, let's create a policy, Physical name without star, having the above rule and apply it to 
tables, domains, and relationships of the model. 

To create a policy, follow these steps:
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 1. On the Polices tab, click .

The Details and Rules section appears.

 2. Enter appropriate values in the fields. Refer to the following table for field descrip-
tions.

Field Description

Name Specifies the name of the policy

Description Specifies the description and purpose of the policy

Pass Criteria Specifies the pass criteria in percentage for errors and warn-
ings

Select Object 
Type

Specifies the object types from the drop-down list. Based on 
the selected object types, available rules appear. Select the 
required rules to apply to the policy.

 3. Click Submit.

The policy, Physical Name without Star, is created and added to the list of policies. In 
the list of polices, user-defined polices are displayed with the black font.

Now, you can apply this policy to the model to check the data quality. Also, you can 
use default rules and polices for model compliance.

To apply a policy, Physical Name without Star, to the Model- Avro, do the following:
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 1. On the Generate Reports tab, click .

The Add Report Job window opens. 

 2. On the Catalog Information tab, select the catalog- Avro, for which you want to add 
the job, and click Next.

The Policy Information tab opens.
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 3. Select the policy- Physical Name without Star, which you want to apply for the job, 
and click Next.

The Report Information tab opens.
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 4. On the Report Information tab, enter the following details:

Report Name
Specifies a name for the report.

Scheduled On
Specifies the date and time at which the job must run.

Job Interval
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Specifies the required frequency at which the job must run. You can set 
the job to run once or recur daily, weekly, monthly, or yearly.

Notify Me
Specifies whether a notification is sent to you when the job status 
changes.
This enables the Notification Email and CC List fields.

Notification Email
Specifies the email address at which you want to receive the notification.

CC List
Specifies a list of email addresses, separated by a semi-colon, that must 
receive the job notification

Run Now
Specifies whether to run the job immediately.

 5. Click Submit.
The job is added to the calendar for execution with its Job State set to Scheduled. 

Now, you can view the job report. It shows name, overall results along with the percentage 
of pass, error, and warnings.

 1. Click View Reports.

 2. Select a report to view detailed information.
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If the errors are more than 20% and warnings are more than 10%, you can go to the 
model and remove the stars (*) for model compliance and increase the data quality.

Enterprise Glossary

A new module, Enterprise Glossary has been added to erwin Mart Portal. Enterprise glossary 
provides you with a mechanism to implement business terms, vocabularies, ontologies, and 
standards. Thus enabling you to build and govern an enterprise-level standard for your mart 
catalog assets.

Using Enterprise Glossary, you can create and associate your business terms and definitions 
used in different areas of your business departments or domains.

Here, enterprise glossaries work as containers for business terms. Therefore, before cre-
ating business terms, you need to create a glossary for them. You can also create sub-gloss-
aries to group business terms further. 

Once business terms are added to the glossary, it is then associated to the catalogs. 

After association, you can map business terms to the objects available in the catalogs and 
generate association and mapping reports.  Glossary Associations Report includes details 
such as catalog name and number of unmapped objects. A Mapping report displays details 
such as catalog name, object type, object name, and mapped term.

To create glossaries, business terms, associations, mappings, and reports, refer to the Using 
Enterprise Glossary topic.
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Using Enterprise Glossary

This topic explains how you can create and use glossaries, business terms, associations, map-
pings, and reports. 

For example,  assume you have a project called YouTube. Start by creating a glossary called 
YouTube to contain all the business terms used in the YouTube project.

To create a glossary, follow these steps:

 1. Go to Application Menu > Enterprise Glossary.
The Enterprise Glossary page appears.

 2. Select the Glossary View node and click .

The Add New Glossary page appears.
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 3. Enter appropriate values in the fields. Refer to the following table for field descrip-
tions.

Field Description

Name Specifies the name of the glossary

For example, YouTube.

Description Specifies the description and purpose of the glossary

For example, YouTube contains information such as Users, Account 
details, Videos, Playlists.

 4. Click Submit.

The YouTube glossary is created and added to the list of glossaries.
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Once the glossary is created, you can use this glossary as a container and add all business 
terms which are used in YouTube project.

Now, let's create a business term, Videos, in the YouTube glossary.

To create a business term, follow these steps:

 1. Select the glossary, YouTube.

 2. Click .

The Add New Business Terms page appears. You can see YouTube as the path because 
the new business term term is being created in the glossary, YouTube.
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 3. Enter appropriate values in the fields. Refer to the following table for field descrip-
tions.

Field Description

Business Term Specifies the name of the business term.

For example, Videos.

Definition Specifies the definition of the business term. 

For example: Videos available in the YouTube.

Description Specifies the description about the business term.

For example: Videos is used for posting, Adds, movies, songs 
available in YouTube.

Sensitive Data Indic- Specifies whether the business term is sensitive.
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ator (SDI)

SDI Classification Specifies the sensitivity classification of the business term.

This option is available only when SDI is selected.

SDI Description Specifies the description about the sensitivity classification. 

This option is available only when SDI is selected.

 4. Click Submit.

The business term, Videos, is created and added to the list of terms.

Now, the glossary, YouTube, with one business term, Videos, is ready. Let's associate 
YouTube glossary to an existing catalog, DynamoDB.

 1. Select the glossary, YouTube.

 2. On the Associations tab, select the DynamoDB catalog.
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 3. Click .

The YouTube glossary is now associated to the DynamoDB catalog.

After the association of YouTube to DynamoDB, you can map the business term, Videos to 
the objects available in the DynamoDB catalog. 

Let's map the term, Videos, to the table- MusicCollection, available in the DynamoDB model.

 1. On the Mappings tab, select a model, DynamoDB, to which you want to map business 
terms of the YouTube glossary.

The Model properties appears.

 2. Click .

 3. In the Glossary Terms drop down, select the business term, Videos.

 4. Click Save.

The business term, Videos is mapped to the table, MusicCollection.

Now, on the Reports tab, you can view associations and mappings done on the 
DynamoDB model.

You can also see the mapping you have created in erwin Data Modeler. Go to <procedure> 
and you can find the mapping of the object, MusicCollection to the business term, Videos in 
DynamoDB.
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To view associations reports, follow these steps:

 1. Click the Reports tab.

 2. Click Associations.

The Glossary Associations Report appears. It displays details such as model names and 
number of unmapped objects. Here, the report indicates that there are 78 unmapped 
objects in the selected model, DynamoDB.

To view mappings reports, follow these steps:
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 1. Click the Reports tab.

 2. Click Mappings.

 3. Select DynamoDB model.

The Business Term Mappings report appears. From the report, you can see that the 
object, MusicCollection, is mapped to the business term, Videos.

Setting up Unity Catalogs in Databricks

You can set up unity catalogs in Databricks and reverse engineer them into erwin Data 
Modeler. 

This process involves the following steps:

 l Creating User Cluster

 l Creating  Access Token

 l Accessing the JDBC String

Creating User Cluster

Creating user cluster enables you to access unity catalogs in Databricks.

To create a user cluster, follow these steps:
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 1. Log in to the Microsoft Azure Databricks portal using your Databricks account.

 2. On the left side navigation panel, go to Compute tab, and click Create compute.

The cluster configuration page appears.

 3. In the configuration page, configure the parameters based on the following table.

Fields Parameter Additional Information

Access mode Single user Selecting the Single user option will enable 
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Fields Parameter Additional Information

Unity Catalog creation in the database.

Databricks 
Runtime Ver-
sion

13.3 LTS, 12.2 
LTS, and 11.3 
LTS

 

 4. Click Create compute.

The user cluster is created.

Creating Access Token

Once you have created a user cluster, you can generate the access token. You can use this 
access token to get access to the database using erwin DM.

To generate the access token, follow these steps:

 1. In the right-top corner, click the email address, and select User Settings option.
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The Settings page appears.

 2. Go to Developer > Access tokens > Manage.
The Access tokens page appears.

 3. Click Generate new token.
The Generate new token page appears.

 4. Add comments and set an expiry for the token. Then, click Generate.
The token is generated and this expires after certain days. After expiry, you can gen-
erate another token using the above steps.

Accessing the JDBC String
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Once the access token is generated, use the following steps to run the user cluster and copy 
the JDBC string.

 1. Go to Compute tab and locate the user cluster that you created.

 2. Click  to run the cluster.

 3. Once the user cluster starts, open the cluster, and expand the Advanced options.

 4. Go to the JDBC/ODBC tab, copy the JDBC string from the JDBC URL section. This string 
can be used to connect to the Databricks from erwin DM for reverse engineering. For 
more information about the connection details, refer to the Database Connection Para-
meters topic.

When you copy the JDBC string, ensure that you copy the string up to 
"AuthMech=3".
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